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There is one journey.
The one you take.
Step-by-step, breath-by-breath,
it is uniquely the full expression
of the Spiritual and Earth lineages
into which you are born and reborn.
Its unfolding is mysterious and is revealed
as the manifestation of the worlds
in which you live and have your being.
This teaching is condensed into, and

As a response to continued requests for those of you who have
asked to go forward in this work, Ron Young will be offering
an introduction to the foundation of his work. Ron provides living
teachings, which means that they arise from the moment and in
response to the group consciousness; as such no two trainings are
the same. As the spiritual practitioner develops, the movements
of perception and knowing open greater from within. This is a rare
opportunity for those of you who are both new and returning to
work with Ron, developing from within through depth meditation,
self-healing work, and spiritual constellation practices.
This foundational work leads to more advanced workshops such as
an August seven-day Spiritual Constellation intensive, which also serves
as a prerequisite for an 18-month International Constellation Training –
Movements in The Field of Life starting in the fall of 2021.

fully given through the daily journey

YOUR PRESENCE IN REAL TIME ON ZOOM
IS REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING DATES

and experiences in the
“mundane world.”

Within the journey,
the Greater Intelligence
is speaking and teaching us continuously
through all human beings and through
all the intersections of Intelligence manifesting

Three long weekends intensive / JUNE 11- 27
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• Fridays
• Saturdays
• Sundays

as people, time, place and the events therein.
With every breath we participate in
the birthing of the Greater Intelligence
from within the vastness of our nature.
It is revealed as what we are,
as a spontaneous and continuous offering
of compassion and wisdom embracing
all from within with equality.
From here our Greater Service

2:00-4:00 PM EDT / 20:00-22:00 Italy time
10:00 AM-3:00 PM EDT / 16:00-21:00 Italy time
10:00 AM-3:00 PM EDT / 16:00-21:00 Italy time

TRAINING We are offering tiered pricing based on
FEES
what each participant is able to pay.
Scholarships available. If you are experiencing
financial hardship, we welcome you to pay what
is correct for you, please contact us by email.
REGISTRATION
LINK & PAYMENT

• $595
• $495
• $395

The final registration deadline
is June 9, 2021 at noon.

www.healingwisdom.com/trainingen

is given and received.

When you register for this training, all of the sessions are included
and your attendance at each of the dates listed is required. Ron
follows the oral teaching and transmission tradition of his own
teachers. We will not be sending any recordings. Recordings are
for archival purposes only.

This is the journey.

LANGUAGES • English • French • Greek • Italian • Spanish

and its fulfillment

Ron Young

INFORMATION

We require a minimum of ten participants for translation in languages other
than English. There will be no translation in Mandarin, as we plan to offer
an identical training in July for Asian students.
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